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Key Features

Fast delivery times

High Speed

Minimal setup required

Easy seamless experience

Suitable for home, small office or 
as a backup link

Self-installed home connectivity

No fixed line installation required

What is an APN?
Saicom’s Fixed Location APN (often referred to as LTE-A or Fixed Location LTE) on MTN’s network offers clients the benefits of 
postpaid, fully aggregated cellular data, with the ability to manage and report on every single SIM card. Clients are not required 
to install any extra physical infrastructure of their own in order to implement this solution, except for a possible upgrade of the 
CPE (Customer Premise Equipment). Clients are able to procure an enterprise data bundle and allow all LTE-A SIM cards to 
share in this data pool.

FIXED LOCATION APN

Fixed location APN (MTN)

An APN (Access Point Name) is a gateway between a 3G/LTE/LTE-A/5G 
mobile network and another computer network, accessing the public 
internet or private Virtual Private Network (VPN). It is a unique identifier 
that allows a connection to the network and identifies the data access 
services associated with your account. The APN is the exit point from 
the Mobile Network Operator’s (MNO) 3G, LTE, LTE-A and 5G network 
into either the public internet or a private network. 
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Managing Fixed Location on the Saicom Mobility Portal
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Centralised Bundle 
All SIM cards, consume off a central enterprise bundle

Through a single pane of glass, your administrators will have full access to manage your departments, sites, 
individuals and associated SIM Cards.

Saicom’s Mobility Portal, allows enterprise administrators to centrally manage their mobile usage. Whether it's 
managing M2M (IoT) Devices, tablets, Mifi Routers, LTE Routers, Laptops or Mobile phones, Saicom Mobility Portal 
aggregates all the data from these GSM devices into one easy to use platform.

Organise SIMs 
Manage Companies, Departments, Individuals and 
SIM cards

Notifications
Custom notification percentages with notifications 
sent to WhatsApp, SMS, Email and Pushover.net

Capping
Configure data capping on site. Each connection to 
the network will require a SIM card. 

Friendly Device Names 
The naming of SIMs (Friendly name e.g. Greg’s 
iPhone)

Application Reporting 
Application layer usage reporting (e.g. Facebook, 
Youtube, Salesforce etc)

Analytics
View graphing and analytics to understand usage 
patterns

Pairing of ICCID to IMEI (Router`to SIM Card)
This feature renders a SIM card useless unless used 
with the intended device

Soft Lock 
Manually soft lock and unlock SIMs in real-time

Topups
Administrators can top up individual’s SIMs with 
additional data (out of centralised enterprise bundle) 
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Our Fixed Location APN offers fast connection speeds at a fraction of the cost 
of a standard Mobile APN.

All data is pooled and a single data bundle is applied across all SIM cards 
allocated to your organisation.

MTN’s Fixed Location LTE offers one of the widest available networks in South 
Africa, which means you'll find coverage almost everywhere.
Coverage map can be found here
API can also be made available.

Cost Saving

Data Aggregation

Real-time per group, per site, per sim usage reporting.Powerful Reporting

All SIM cards will be allocated a static private IP address (RFC1918), Public static 
IP addresses are available at an additional charge.

Static IP’s

Don't wait around for an installation. As soon as your LTE router is delivered and 
your service is activated, you'll have Internet connectivity.

Quick to Set Up

Wide Coverage Network

Enjoy speeds of up to 150Mbps* in an ideal Fixed LTE network and coverage 
conditions with compatible hardware.

Super-Fast Speeds

Manage SIM's, users and groups, set caps and view data usage at an 
application level (e.g. WhatsApp, Youtube, Windows Updates, etc) via the 
Saicom Mobility Portal.

Control

Simplified invoicing - one invoice for all mobile data services.

We offer 12 and 24 months contract options.Flexible Contract Periods

Billing

We supply and support a selection of hardware to suit your specific use case.Hardware

Benefits

* Coverage dependant

https://www.mtn.co.za/Pages/Coverage_Map.aspx
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About Saicom
Saicom is a leading service provider in the Telecommunications market, delivering a host of communication 
solutions that are designed to help organisations improve their collaboration and deliver an unsurpassed 
customer experience. Beyond its unified communications, voice and connectivity solutions, Saicom provides 
collaboration, networking, compute, cyber security and mobile data solutions tailored to meet each 
customers’ needs.

Fixed Location APN MTN

mosaic.saicom.io


